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Sports Value specializes in sports marketing, branding, sponsorships, activations, brand valuation
and sports properties valuation.

The company is born with the purpose of offering a new sports marketing vision to sponsors, clubs,
leagues, athletes, federations and media groups.

Sports Value is guided by the search for adding positive values to its clients’ projects, always with
effective return, both in tangible and intangible terms.

Amir Somoggi, company founder, for 20 years dedicates his professional trajectory in the
contribution to a more professional, transparent and creative sports marketing projects.

The Sports Value brand represents 360 degrees vision of sports marketing and is also a target in the
constant pursuit of return for its clients.

The company has the largest database in the market, with data from the last three decades of
Brazilian and worldwide sports business.

The evaluations have their own solid methodology, thanks to this extensive database. All strategies
for the clients are based on their business, using reliable, tested, and value-based assumptions of
their brands and projects.
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Sports Value finished the second edition of the study on Football fans
consumption in Brazil.

We considered the data of revenues of football clubs, national and
international economic information, research and studies on the Brazilian
consumer market.

Brazil is a media and entertainment giant with a lot of public data
available. But the clubs present very superficial information on the
subject.

Methodology
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People without interest in football in Brazil

Invasão dos clubes 
europeus.

Baixas receitas com o 
consumo do torcedor.

Disinterest in football in Brazil on the rise

An alarming fact about the Brazilian football market is the increasing lack of interest of the
population in our main sport.

In 1994, according to Datafolha, only 17% of the population had no interest in football. In 2006
just 10%.

17%

22%

10%

20%

42%

1994 2002 2006 2010 2018

Nowadays the rate is 42%, the highest in the entire historical series.
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Invasão dos clubes 
europeus.

Baixas receitas com o 
consumo do torcedor.

Brazil goes against the global trend of great 
interest in football around the world

2018 World Cup matches with largest global audiences

In households million

Current 
scenario of 
Brazilian 
football 

marketing
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Young Brazilians with  European team

Invasão dos clubes 
europeus.

Increased interest in European clubs in Brazil

Another very worrying aspect is the young people's growing interest in the European teams´
brands.

According to data from Ibope Repucom, 72% of young Brazilians have your European team.

64%

69%

72%

2013 2015 2017

European teams are dominating the Brazilian market.

Strategies range from product sales, football schools, retail
actions, to regional sponsorships and social media actions.

Current 
scenario of 
Brazilian 
football 

marketing
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Brazilian
household
spendimg

According to IPC Maps study - Consumption Potential Index 2018, the household
spending by Brazilian families was US$ 1,1 trillion last year.

Classes B and C accounted for 75% of the total.

Most of the revenues from Brazilian clubs do not come from the consumption of their
millions of fans across Brazil.

Clubs revenues with the fans are very low

Brazilian expenses by social class- US$ million

154 

432 421 

117 

A B C D/E
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Brazilian fans 
consumption 

analysis 

Sports Value has created an analysis to
identify the value generated by Brazilian
teams with their fans.

According to our latest study, all teams in
Brazil had revenues of US$ 1,5 billion in
2018.

Much of the money comes from business to
business (B2B), which is TV rights, players
transfers and sponsorship deals.

B2B revenues represent 72% of the total
generated.

A very small amount comes directly from fans
with gate receipts, membership fees and
product sales.

These are business to consumer (B2C)
revenues and represent 21% of the total
generated by clubs.

There is still 7% of other revenues.

Brazilian spending on entertainment amounted
to US$ 17,5 billion in 2018.

The revenues generated directly with football
fans accounted to only US$ 284 million.

B2C revenues from Brazilian clubs represent
only 1,6% of entertainment consumption in
Brazil.

Brazilians spending in 2018 -US$ billion

17,5

0,284

Brazilian total entertainment
expenses

Brazilian total football clubs’ 
expenses
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Sports Value created an
unique index of consumption
of Brazilian clubs.

This index represents the B2C
revenue of the teams in
relation to the size of their fan
base.

That´s the Revenue per Fan.

Many clubs with small fan
bases showed higher rates
than teams with gigantic
number of fans.

On one hand represents a
better performance as
Chapecoense, Athletico and
Coritba, who lead the ranking.

On the other hand, it is a huge
potential for big fan base
clubs to leverage their
revenues.

Among the clubs with the biggest fan base, Palmeiras is the
one with the best index, thanks to their high B2C revenues.

Sports Value Index – Brazilian football clubs' consumption
Revenue per fan in 2018- In US$Brazilian fans 

consumption 
analysis 
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Contact Sports Value

Sports marketing, branding, sponsorships, activations, brand
valuation and sports properties valuation.

Amir Somoggi
Managing Director
amir.somoggi@sportsvalue.com.br
+55 11 99749-2233

Av. Brig. Faria Lima, 1811 – 9º andar- Conj.918

https://www.sportsvalue.com.br/en/initial/

mailto:amir.somoggi@sportsvalue.com.br
https://www.sportsvalue.com.br/en/initial/
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Services

https://www.sportsvalue.com.br/en/initial/

https://www.sportsvalue.com.br/en/initial/



